Piping Cages

Our Thermal Protection Cages are easy to install including all hardware to bolt and screw together. The 90's, Valves and other fittings come prefabricated and ready to install with just trimming for nozzles, pipe supports and lengths in the field for ease of installation. Our Standoffs for the pipe covering and some fittings are easy bolt together configurations while some of the fittings come with the standoffs built in.

The cage itself is 1”x1”x12.5 gauge galvanized welded wire for large bore piping and .5”x.5”x16 gauge galvanized welded wire for small bore piping. The standoffs are 16 gauge to 12-gauge galvanized steel (depending on the application and size) cut and formed to the specific component it is protecting.

Other metals can be used like expanded metal and perforated metal depending on your specific needs and specifications.
Equipment Cages

The cages built for equipment are designed specifically for each piece of equipment and designed in a way that makes installation easy in the field. Our bolt together designs are always guaranteed to fit and will come with installation drawings with each piece labeled for clarity.

Equipment cages are usually designed with angle iron welded together and hot dipped galvanized or stainless steel with square welded wire mesh or expanded metal. Each panel is designed to be less than 40 pounds for ease of handling and to prevent injury.